
  

Background

LENR has been discussed for 26 years and no widely 
accepted explanation has emerged.
Therefore the phenomenon must be based on some not 
commonly accepted fact of physics.

Uncommon Assumptions Chosen
for Building this Theory:

1. Nuclei are kept together by the electromagnetic 
interaction through the Magnetic Attraction Mechanism 
proposed by Dallacasa and Cook (ref. [1]). The approach 
assumes that the magnetic moment of nucleons comes 
from the rotation of charges, and not from gluons or 
intrinsic properties of the quarks.

2. The electron Zitterbewegung (ZB) (ref. [2]) is not different 
from the internal charge rotation of the nucleons. So 
electrons can be attracted to nucleons by the same 
magnetic force that keeps nucleons together.

Magnetic Attraction Mechanism

If a particle has a magnetic moment it must generate an 
oscillating magnetic field.

Assumption: the magnetic moment comes from the rotation 
of a single charge (simplification for nucleons) along a 
circular orbit of fixed radius at the speed of light:

Where mmag is the magnetic moment and g the gyromagnetic ratio.

The magnetic field around a particle, without relativistic 
corrections, is described by the very well known formula:

1 stands for the emitting charge, 2 for the place where the magnetic field is 
evaluated, μ0 is the vacuum permeability, v1 is the particle speed (in modulus 
equal to c), R12 is the radius at which the magnetic field has to be evaluated, 
and |R12| is the unit vector in the direction of R12.

When another massive particle with a magnetic moment is 
immersed into this oscillating magnetic field, the magnetic 
part of the Lorentz force (F2=qv2B1) generates a “strong” 
(oscillating) attractive force on the rotating charge that can 
overcome the electrostatic repulsion. The formula is:

Necessary Conditions for Max. Attractive Force
• Alignment of magnetic moments: parallel or anti-parallel.

• Frequency: Synchronous rotation.

• Phase: 0 for parallel spins and p for anti-parallel spins.

Proton:
• r

p
= 0.105 [fm] (much smaller than its charge radius, 0.87 [fm])

• ω
p 
= 4.54∙1023 [Hz].

At 2 [fm], the bounding potential between nucleons reaches a 
few [MeV], as the nuclear force.

Electron Zitterbewegung
The electron manifests as a point charge with an intrinsic and 
very rapid rotation at 2.47·1020 [Hz], the so called 
Zitterbewegung (ZB). The electron “speed” combines with the 
ZB giving a “variable pitch-constant radius” helical motion. 
The radius is about 193 [fm], much larger than the nucleons.

Second Stage Reactions with Hydrogen Nuclei
When Hyd react with hydrogen nuclei:
1e : p+ep              ->d   + neutrino + (max)    1.442[MeV] - Gp
2e : p+ed              ->t   + neutrino + (max)    5.475[MeV] - Gd
3e : d+ep              ->t   + neutrino + (max)    5.475[MeV] - Gp
3  : d+ep              ->He3 + e +                 4.472[MeV] - Gp
4e:  d+ed+0.141[MeV]+Gd->H4  + neutrino +          0.00 [MeV]
                    H4 ->t   + n +                 3.391[MeV]
4.1: d+ed              ->He4 + e  +               22.825[MeV] - Gd
4.2: d+ed              ->t   + ep +                4.033[MeV] - Gd + 
Gp
5e : t+ep+4.174[MeV]+Gp->H4  + neutrino +          0.00 [MeV]
                    H4 ->t   + n +                 3.391[MeV]
5  : t+ep              ->He4 + e +                18.792[MeV] - Gp
6e : t+ed+5.318[MeV]+Gd->H5  + neutrino +          0.00 [MeV] 
                    H5 ->t   + 2n +                2.311[MeV]
6.1: t+ed              ->He5 + e +                15.832[MeV] - Gd
                   He5 ->He4 + n +                 0.735[MeV]
6.2: t+ed+5.616[MeV]+Gd->H4  + ep                  0.00 [MeV] + Gp
                   H4 ->t   + n +                 3.391[MeV]
7  : t(beta decay)     ->He3 + e + antineut. + (aver)  5.7 [KeV]

8e : He3+ep            ->He4 + neutrino + (max)   19.80 [MeV]
9  : He3+ed            ->He4 + ep       + (max)   20.58 [MeV] 

Remarks:
● The reactions producing neutrons are endothermic.
● If Gp > 1.442 [MeV] reaction 1e, which produces deuterium, is 

endothermic .
● When He4 is produced there is a large energy release.
● The minimum energy contribution for producing neutrons is 

0.141[MeV] + Gd (raction 4e).
● Tritium is generated without the production of free neutrons: this 

explains the so called “branching ratio anomaly”.
● When tritium is destroyed in presence of Deuteronius (reaction 

6.1), neutrons are produced.
● If Hydronius (ep) produced by reaction 4.2 decomposes, this 

becomes the source of protons/molecular hydrogen in cases of 
deuterium loading.

● When tritium is destroyed, a large quantity of energy is released.

The LENR Take Place in Two Stages
Hydronions behave similarly to a neutral particle: no charge, 
short charge separation and high displacement frequency.
Hydronions therefore can penetrate any electronic orbital and 
attract other nuclei towards the ZB trajectory though the 
magnetic attraction. Once two nuclei are both moving along 
the ZB, they will attract each other because now their 
magnetic moments are aligned.

The nuclear fusion between the two nuclei takes place in 
very special conditions. These special conditions are the 
reason why LENR do no generate the same products of hot 
fusion.
So the LENR (or EMNR) happen in two stages:
● First Stage: Generation of Hyd (it needs a NAE),
● Second Stage: The Hyd are captured by other nuclei and 

host nuclear reactions at very low excess kinetic energy.
The flow of Hyd is the “strange radiation” detected in many 
LENR experiments.
The second stage should be responsible for the 
metachronous thermal effects and the double optimal 
operating power measured by Mitchell Swartz (see ref. [4]).

Coupling Between Electron and Hydrogen Nucleus 
ωp/ωe = 1,836.152 = mproton/melectron.
So for an attraction between the electron and a hydrogen 
nucleus the electron must somehow rotate around the proton 
at very low and unusual frequency (about 2 [kHz]).
The speed of electrons is always higher than that of 
hydrogen nuclei. In the hydrogen atom for example the 
electron “speed” is about 2.200 [km/s], while nuclei vibrate at 
a few [km/s]. So normally electron and hydrogen do not 
attract each other.
The NAE should therefore host a mechanism that somehow 
“slows down” the rotation of the electron to extremely low 
frequencies.

Hydronions (Hyd) Formation
When the hydrogen nucleus crosses the ZB radius the 
attractive magnetic force becomes repulsive, so that the 
hydrogen nucleus is captured inside the ZB trajectory, as 
schematically shown here:

The absence of electrostatic repulsion allows a larger range if 
compared with the nuclear force.

Summary of Relevant Features of the EMNR Theory
● The Coulomb barrier is not overcome kinetically.
● The LENR take place in two stages:

– First Stage: Formation of the Hydronions,
– Second Stage: the “neutral” Hyd penetrate electron 

shells, capture other nuclei, which then fuse “inside the 
electron”.

● Thanks to the mediation of the electron, the LENR can 
release most of the energy as photons during the 
acceleration of the particles.

● The NAE is a place where the electron orbital is forced to 
oscillate at a very low frequency in the RF range. It is 
suggested that a coupling between optical phonons and 
vacancy hopping in presence of an orbital with 
epitrochoid-like trajectories is involved.

● The products of the suggested reactions agree 
qualitatively with experimental results.
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The Nuclear Active Environment (NAE)
What is necessary for the formation of a Hydronion?
● Electron and proton have to rotate one around the other 

at very low speeds (almost rest), and this must happen at 
● Short distances, whereas the electron in common 

orbitals has “higher speeds” near to the nucleus.

● Electrons are too fast.
● Inside a solid hydrogen nuclei cannot 

be accelerated.
● There should be a 

mechanism that “moves 
around” an orbital at low radio 
frequencies: A phonon-
vacancy hopping coupling 
with an orbital that possibly 
sustains an epitrochoid-like 
trajectory.

Interpretation of Measured Gas Evolution by 
Yoshino, Igari and Mizuno (ref. [7])

● Mass 4 decreases because of D
2
 

absorption; 4He can not contribute.
● Mass 3 increase is due to reaction 

4.2, 3 (and 3e).
● Reaction 3 uses ep (Hydronius) 

from reaction 4.2.
● Part of the gas with mass 3 is 3He.
● Reaction 4.2 is the main source of mass 2 increase (molecular 

hydrogen), because either reaction 4.2 produces e + p or ep + 
Gd decomposes into e and p (p+p=H2).

● Reaction 6.1 is the source of the detected neutrons. This 
energetic reaction requires tritium inside the metal matrix.

Some General Remarks
Susceptibility to a Magnetic Field
The proposed LENR mechanism is essentially magnetic and 
should be susceptible to the presence of a magnetic field.

Some Nuclei Do Not React
The magnetic coupling in fact has a chance to take place only if a 
nucleus has a magnetic moment, not only of first order. Ni62 
seems to be an example.

Preference for Stable Nuclei
The very low excess kinetic energy of the fusion reactions inside 
the ZB could be the reason for the preference of stable nuclei. 
Plus the mediation of the electron offers a completely different 
setting for the fusion reactions.

No Tritium Accumulation
Magnetic moment ratios: m

d
/m

p
 = 0.31, and m

t
/m

p
 = 1.07.

So the reactions with deuterium should be kinetically slower 
than those with protium and tritium.
Sources of tritium:
2e : p+ed   ->t   + neutrino + (max)    5.475[MeV] - Gd

3e : d+ep   ->t   + neutrino + (max)    5.475[MeV] - Gp

4.2: d+ed   ->t   + ep +                4.033[MeV] - Gd + Gp

Tritium sink:
5  : t+ep   ->He4 + e +                 18.792[MeV] - Gp

All reactions producing tritium involve deuterium (slower 
reaction), while the elimination of tritium involves protium 
(faster reaction), tritium should not accumulate.
This should be the reason for the lack of accumulation of 
tritium and for its reported elimination.
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